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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to analyze how the COVID-19 pandemic impacted
and changed teaching strategies in a young adolescent science classroom and how the
pandemic changed personal ideas around online learning. Prior research shows how
online learning can be implemented successfully in collegiate classrooms, but it is rare to
find research that shows how to successfully implement online learning in a young
adolescent classroom. This point of view is from a rural, Iowa middle school standpoint
and data was collected through the use of personal journals, emails, and a timeline from
March 2020 and May 2020. After the analysis, it was found that converting from an inperson to an online format took flexibility, teamwork, patience, and strong studentteacher relationships.
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Chapter 1: Online Learning
“The age is here of distance learning and new forms of e-Learning.” (Mccombs &
Vakili, 2005). Since the early 2000’s administrators and policymakers have been urging
educators to include more electronic learning (e-Learning) opportunities to better prepare
students for a complex, ever-changing, global climate (Mccombs & Vakili, 2005).
Electronic learning, or online learning, are generic terms used to describe educational
activities that use an electronic device usually hooked up to the internet (Neyland, 2011).
Although using online educational activities has had federal and state support, many
schools struggle to implement online education consistently (Liu et al., 2017). Teachers
struggle to implement online education because they lack either content or technological
knowledge and they are not provided the professional development needed to achieve this
knowledge (Liu et al., 2017). Only “44–51 percent of [Iowa] teachers asked students to
use technology for collaboration and critical thinking, while 22–27 percent asked students
to use technology for communication and creativity.” (Margolin et. al., 2019). This data
represents how the use of technology in Iowa classrooms is lacking in schools even
though in the 2017-2018 school year, 100 percent of Iowa students had access to
technology (Tily et. al., 2019). When educators look for resources there is little research
on strategies to help with teaching in an online learning format for K-12 students
(Morgan, 2015). Online education offers benefits, such as flexibility for students to work
at their own pace and to complete their work when they can. Disadvantages to
asynchronous or synchronous classes is they can hinder student learning as they may
decrease motivation and increase absenteeism because it is easier for a student to be
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absent from the virtual classroom environment (Morgan, 2015). Students can be absent
from a synchronous online learning environment by either not logging into the
‘classroom’ at the given time or by simply logging in, turning off their camera, and
stepping away from the computer. Whereas in an in-person classroom there is less of a
chance for them to show up late, or simply walking out in the middle of a lesson. Both
instances can limit student success.
In December 2019, a severe acute respiratory illness began to rapidly spread from
its origin in WuHan City to the rest of the world (Singhal, 2020). The disease caused by
this virus became known as COVID-19 (Singhal, 2020). COVID-19 was declared a
national pandemic on March 12th, 2020, shutting down schools and businesses across the
United States (Viner et al., 2020). Individuals looked at how other countries handled the
SARS outbreak in 2003 as guidance for navigating this new infection (Viner et al., 2020).
It was concluded social distancing, remaining approximately six feet away from other
individuals, and closing schools could decrease transmission by approximately two to
four percent (Viner et al., 2020). Iowa school buildings were closed by March 20th, 2020
and students were sent home to begin learning in a virtual environment (Bailey & Schurz,
2020). On March 27th, 2020, based on the governor's proclamation, the Iowa Department
of Education released information regarding how to operate schools when the physical
buildings were closed during the shutdown. This document provided districts with
different continual online learning plans (Hedger, 2020). One plan allowed districts to
provide continual learning opportunities that would not be required of students but
strongly encouraged. The other plan would require students to complete assignments and
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those assignments would impact the students’ grades (Hedger, 2020). While both plans
allowed for individual districts to choose which was right for their demographics, most
districts chose the voluntary option. During this shutdown, 52% of teachers in the United
States had to convert their face-to-face classrooms to a virtual or online learning
classroom (Dorn et al., 2020).
Research Gaps
Many studies around online learning exist at the collegiate level and examine
teacher perceptions, best practices, student engagement, and student achievement. Very
little research can be found regarding online learning in the K-12 setting when talking
about teacher perceptions, best practices, student engagement, and student achievement.
There is little to no research on how K-12 teaching strategies were impacted because of
COVID-19 and the result it had on how K-12 teachers perceive online learning.
The purpose of this study is to close the research gap by looking at how
converting my in-person curriculum to an online platform and teaching through the
COVID-19 pandemic changed my teaching strategies in a young adolescent science
classroom and how my thoughts and ideas around online learning changed as a result.
This study focused my own awareness as a teacher by looking at different teaching
strategies implemented during the March 2020 to May 2020 school closure and how the
pandemic caused my ideas and thoughts around online learning to change. This study
used an autoethnographic lens to analyze how the pandemic affected my awareness as a
teacher. Analyzing my journal written during my teaching in this time period allowed me
to catalog changes in my awareness while teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic as an
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eighth-grade science teacher in rural Iowa. This closed the research literature gap since
analyzing the effects on learning in my eighth-grade classroom as we transitioned to
online education falls within the K-12 research gap. This study looked at qualitative data
from journal entries to determine how my teaching strategies changed throughout the
conversion to an online method of teaching. In the examination of journal entries, I
focused on two main categories to help guide my analysis: 1) decisions made from March
to May 2020 showing what I felt were best teaching strategies at the time and 2) personal
beliefs surrounding online learning at the middle school level.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
“Without careful implementation, virtual learning alone runs the risk of
exacerbating disparities in access to high quality education across different demographic
groups and communities.” (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine,
2020 pg. 2). At the end of March 2020, 55.1 million K-12 students within the US were
impacted by the closure of both public and private schools (Young & Donovan, 2020).
Teachers and administrators used the benefits of the internet to limit students’ time away
from the classroom but many struggled moving to completely online instruction (Young
& Donovan, 2020). Not only was their concern for how to get the curriculum converted
but many were concerned about inequities within the education system affecting some
communities more than others. Teachers were forced to find a new way of delivering
quality education to all students. Many districts implemented online learning to finish out
the 2019-2020 school year. Districts were unsure where to begin since online learning in
the K-12 system was unfamiliar territory with little research regarding how to convert inperson classes to an online format. The main goal was to change the district’s curriculum
so they could implement quality online instruction for students.
History of Online Learning
Computer and technology advancement in the mid-20th century, along with the
willingness of educators to embrace the virtual environment directly impact the online
learning done today (Harasim, 2000). Online learning is best defined by Watson,
Winograd, and Kalmon (2004) as online instruction and content educational
organizations offer, which can include complete cyber school or supplemental instruction
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instructors offer to students. While K-12 schools primarily utilize face-to-face education,
many began adopting distant learning principles in the early 1980’s. During this time
schools utilized distance learning using email or pen pals (Harasim, 2000). Emails and
pen pals allowed for professors at universities to expand on student communication and
collaboration while not being in an actual classroom. After individuals noticed the
success distance learning could offer, the focus started to look at how technology could
enhance distance learning opportunities and transform into a completely online learning
experience. From there, the first completely online courses, at the collegiate level, was
launched and were offered as ‘mini-courses’ through Western Behavioral Sciences
Institute (WBSI) (Harasim, 2000).
WBSI experienced many failures during their first years. They discovered online
lectures do not facilitate learning and it is only when students participate in discussions
and are actively engaged that learning takes place (Harasim, 2000). They also discovered
instructors need to look at technology as a way to facilitate collaboration to help build a
cognitive understanding rather than only a different way to deliver content (Harasim,
2000). This discovery helped the development of online learning platforms known today.
One cannot discuss the impact online learning has made on the current education
system without bringing attention to the charter schools’ implementation of an online
classroom. Online learning fit the free-market approach enticing the public to support the
charter schools which began popping up all over the country during the 1990’s (Maeroff,
2004). It was charter schools that utilized the online learning approach more than public
schools and spearheaded home-schooling via the internet (Maeroff, 2004). Most online
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courses within these schools operated in one of the following types of virtual instruction:
online-synchronous instruction, online-asynchronous with periodic teacher feedback,
asynchronous web-based packages without teacher feedback, or asynchronous book
based at-home learning submitting completed work to a teacher (Maeroff, 2004). It was
not long after the arrival of charter schools that completely virtual schools began to
emerge throughout Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ohio (Maeroff, 2004). During this
time the focus of online learning was to replace traditional face-to-face learning for more
efficient use of resources.
As online learning became more available it was used more by higher education
than the K-12 public school systems. By 2001 more than 1000 colleges and universities
offered some form of online learning and by 2002 individuals could obtain college
degrees without stepping foot in the classroom (Maeroff, 2004). Online education
continued to grow at the collegiate level and rose from “...9.6 percent total enrollment in
2002 to 32 percent in 2012’’ (Maeroff, 2004 pg. 224). Online learning in the K-12 setting
began expanding dramatically as well. By 2014, it was estimated that seven million
students in the K-12 range were enrolled in fully online or partly online courses (Smith &
Harvey, 2014). Studies showed online instruction could be just as effective as in-person
instruction and students can be successful in either setting (Cavanaugh et al., 2004).
Benefits of Online Learning
Before COVID-19 many families were choosing K-12 online learning over the
traditional classroom setting because of the benefits it offered. While the benefits are
extensive, some of the most notable are flexibility, greater access to high quality teachers,
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increased life-long learner skills, increased differentiation of instruction, and increased
teacher-student communication.
One of the most notable benefits is that online learning allows flexibility for the
student to access their classroom from anywhere at any time (Lips, 2010). This allows
students to access the classroom when it is compatible with their learning needs (Gilbert,
2015). Teachers and students have noted the increased focus on the tasks at hand and less
focus on issues that arise within a traditional classroom when the student is able to access
the classroom freely (Thomson, 2010). When there is no set schedule teachers and
students can meet for as long as needed to ensure mastery of the content (Gilbert, 2015).
Virtual classrooms can also give parents more choice as to where they send their
children while increasing their assurance their child is getting a high quality education
with a highly qualified teacher (Lips, 2010). Students, who are generally overlooked,
have access to teachers accredited in their fields thanks to online learning platforms.
These teachers foster independent learning and help facilitate life-long learning. In some
instances, children would not have access to these high-quality teachers and education
without the option of online learning and virtual classrooms (Thomson, 2010).
Students who completed part or all their K-12 experience online have shown
increased researching skills, critical thinking skills, and increased computer literacy
(Smith & Harvey, 2014). Students who acquire these skills in high school perform better
in collegiate courses (Barbour & Reeves, 2009). Students who are enrolled in online
learning experiences for their K-12 instruction are more likely to be able to identify their
own learning needs and to customize their own learning for success (Thomson, 2010).
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This independent learning results from the skills that students gain through an online
education and directly correlates with lifelong learning to help students be more
successful if future endeavors (Thomson, 2010). These students will be able to compete
globally and be successful in the next stages of their lives (Barbour & Reeves, 2009).
Online learning also has the benefit of highly differentiated instruction. Teachers
are able to better customize learning experiences for their students (Lips, 2010). This
customization is due to the vast multimedia tools that are available online (Thomson,
2010). Lessons are easily designed around a student’s specific learning preferences and
interests. This differentiation in instruction is part of the quality education parents look
for when choosing a school for their student.
Online learning has the potential to increase communication with students and
their families (Lips, 2010). This increased communication fosters development of
meaningful teacher-student relationships (Thomson, 2010). This communication piece is
important because communication is one of the key factors in determining the success of
online learning (Gilbert, 2015).
Online learning fits with many parents' preferences and has many benefits. These
benefits made it seem possible for online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic to be
successful. Some parents saw this as an opportunity to help their child.
Inequalities Associated with Online Learning
While online learning has many benefits, it also has substantial disadvantages. It
is important to note that while online learning is becoming more available, the majority
of students who choose to enroll in online courses are highly motivated, have an
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economic advantage, have more than one parent in the household, are proficient in
English, do not have learning disabilities, and are less racially diverse (Wang & Decker,
2014). Public schools are filled with academically, economically, linguistically and/or
racially diverse individuals. Online learning is more likely to have a negative impact on
students with certain traits such as: less motivation, economically disadvantaged (less
access to hardware and a robust internet), less proficiency in English or those with
learning disabilities (Smith & Harvey, 2014).
Online learning has been shown to have a negative impact on social development
and social emotional learning (Smith & Harvey, 2014). Social development and social
emotional learning (SEL) impact a student’s success in the school setting (Manz, 2007).
Social and emotional development includes responsible decision making, social
awareness, self-awareness, relationship management, and self-management (Manz,
2007). Relationships play an important role in SEL development with teachers being the
primary facilitator in those relationships (Manz, 2007). This relationship is much more
difficult in the online/virtual setting when compared to a face-to-face setting (Smith &
Harvey, 2014).
Online learning can also be more difficult for younger students (Smith & Harvey,
2014). One reason younger students (K-6) struggle with online learning is because their
short-term memory and attention capacity are not as developed as secondary students or
adults. This means online lessons for K-6 students need to be chunked in manageable
sections. These students also fall in the category of Preoperational thought according to
Piaget’s developmental stages (Piaget, 1976). These younger students are still building
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their experiences, are less capable of using logic, and can seldom mentally represent
ideas. These factors make it challenging for teachers to create engaging and meaningful
lessons for younger students and require special training and high-quality teachers
(Musgrove & Musgrove, 2004). Fully online learning is not ideal for young students.
Online learning is successful only if the students are individually disciplined. This
claim is the common opinion of various chief academic advisors and continues to grow in
popularity as online learning grows. These academic advisors encompass an array of
institutions ranging from nonprofit to private. Eighty-eight percent of all chief academic
advisors strongly or very strongly agree that for a student to succeed in an online class
they must have self-discipline. It is a concern that online learning may not be appropriate
for all students.
Implementation of Online Learning
During the coronavirus pandemic, it was imperative for teachers and
administrators to take immediate action to mitigate the impact the closures of schools
would have on the educational system (OECD, 2020). Converting to a completely online
model is not an easy task and many districts were not sure where to begin (Young &
Donovan, 2020). Educators knew in order for online education to be meaningful they had
to find a way to provoke student interest and increase student engagement, while also
being aware of the psychological toll living through a disaster brings on individuals
(Dhawan, 2020).
Before schools could determine their actions they had to identify what families
needed in terms of online learning, and what families could access in terms of network
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and technology (Young & Donovan, 2020). According to the Iowa Department of
Education, in their Condition of Education Report, in the 2017-2018 school year, the last
year data was available, every student in a public Iowa school had access to some form of
technology. However, only about 80% of Iowans had internet access (Slobe, 2020). To
help close the gap between the have and have nots in terms of internet access,
communities created hotspots where students could gain temporary internet access
(Young & Donovan, 2020). Although this provided internet access, there remained a
question of the robust bandwidth of this access. Bandwidth affects how efficiently the
online platform can be used. For example, if a student does not have enough bandwidth,
they will be unable to participate in the virtual classroom discussions or they may be
unable to see and interact with their teacher via the web camera feature. Access to robust
bandwidth hotspots can also be determined by where a student lives. Higher bandwidths
are more common in urban settings rather than in rural settings. A student should not be
without an educational opportunity because of financial constraints or where they live. It
is the school’s responsibility to ensure everyone has access to quality education (Dhawan,
2020).
Once those resources were available, districts had to look at what online platform
they would use for their virtual instruction. While it is understood that technology cannot
replace the role of the teacher in the classroom, there are many educational technologies
that promote student learning through an online platform (Dhawan, 2020). For these
platforms to be successful they needed to offer multiple ways for students to interact with
the content provided (Tobin & Behling, 2018). Research shows learning experiences are
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magnified, and teachers see overall better outcomes when students are able to interact
with peers, instructors, and their teachers (Tobin & Behling, 2018). Many teachers and
districts opted for the free education virtual classroom, known as Google Classroom. This
tool was released in 2014 as an app because it works well with other Google tools such as
Gmail, Drive, Calendar, and other Google Apps (Iftakhar, 2016). The platform also helps
teachers with the creation, delivery, collection, and collaboration of assignments for
students. Google Classroom is a free cloud-based service, which allows students and
teachers to access their materials from anywhere (Iftakhar, 2016). This service also
allows students to access certain documents while being offline (Iftakhar, 2016). The
ability to access materials while not connected to the internet was one of the greatest
perks because it allowed access to materials for students who have spotty or no internet
access which is a barrier while taking online courses (Tobin & Behling, 2018).
After school administrators committed to this online platform, they had to make
sure teachers were prepared to teach virtually (Young & Donovan, 2020). Districts had
to ensure teachers were given ample time to familiarize themselves with the technology
and convert their assignments to Google Classroom (Young & Donovan, 2020).
Converting assignments from a lecture format to an online format needed more than just
cutting and pasting materials meant for face-to-face instruction, to an online platform.
“Face-to-face” curriculum that is cut and pasted into an online platform with little
alteration limits student success (Tobin & Behling, 2018). To make their courses
meaningful, teachers must change their curriculum where students were interacting with
multiple different media content, and had to give students as much choice as possible
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(Tobin & Behling, 2018). These tasks were especially difficult because there was no
indication of when schools would go back to an in-person format. This uncertainty
meant that teachers were unaware of how much of their curriculum to convert and the
expectations of what content needed to be covered. Many teachers struggled with this
task due to the continual fluctuation in policies, their own personal trauma, worries about
differing student accessibility, and shifting their own mindsets (Trust & Whalen, 2020).
Teachers had to find a way to engage students through a virtual classroom and relied
heavily on the support of peers as well as social media platforms, administrators, and
professional staff for best practice information (Trust & Whalen, 2020). It was through
those resources’ teachers were able to shift to online teaching to survive the spring of
2020.
Working on teaching virtually, teachers then had to identify how to help students
with special needs (Young & Donovan, 2020). Studies show that special education
students enrolled in virtual classrooms tend to score lower on standardized state tests
when compared to students with special education services in a face-to-face classroom
(Carnahan & Fulton, 2013). Special education students are the students who have an
Individualized Education Plan (IEP) for school learning. These students make up about
14% of the public-school population nationally and deserve the same quality online
education as those students without an IEP (Young & Donovan, 2020). The closure of
schools means that children with an IEP lost critical educational resources needed for
classroom success (Masonbrink & Hurley, 2020). While many accommodations for
students with an IEP are easily adapted in an online environment, some disabilities are
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severe and difficult to accommodate on a virtual platform (Young & Donovan, 2020).
Parents with children who have high learning needs often do not feel equipped to help
students learn in an at home setting (Masonbrink & Hurley, 2020). It is these students
who need strategies developed to ensure their success. One strategy found to particularly
benefit students with an IEP, was working with parents and guardians to develop tools
that can be used from home with or without technology (Stenhoff et al., 2020). When
schools look at the whole student and provide opportunities for all to be successful,
virtual schools can work for a majority of students (Stenhoff et al., 2020).
Just as in a face-to-face classroom, students and teachers must establish clear
expectations about what virtual learning days should look like (Young & Donovan,
2020). Since teachers and students in a virtual classroom do not have the same social cues
as in a face-to-face classroom, it is important there is a clear understanding of what the
expectations are and how to interact appropriately (O'Keefe et al., 2020). Clear
expectations will help teachers maintain and build on the relationship they have with their
students while creating an effective online learning experience. Having unified
expectations can help ease student anxiety during an uncertain time (O'Keefe et al.,
2020). Clear expectations and the limitation of grey areas increases student engagement
as well as the number of assignments students submit. It is also important to include
parents, so they are aware of the teacher's expectations. These expectations need to be
clear and concise, so parents are able to help the children in the home (Young &
Donovan, 2020). These clear expectations ensure student success and limit parent
frustrations.
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While the steps above indicate how to implement online learning, it is in no way a
complete list. This is the result of many struggling and scrambling administrators,
politicians, and teachers trying to provide students as much meaningful class time as
possible. Each school, state, and district implement virtual learning differently and with a
varying amount of success.
Teaching Strategies for Young Adolescent Science Classroom
Effective teaching can only be achieved when teachers utilize meaningful and
useful teaching strategies. Teaching strategies are the ways in which a teacher represents
new ideas to students through a variety of different methods. These methods can include
demonstrations, examples, illustrations, analogies, etc. Meaningful teaching strategies are
a direct link to student achievement (McDermott & Hand, 2012). Teaching strategies
vary considerably depending on the age and prior knowledge of the student as well as the
individual teacher.
Since teaching strategies are dependent on a variety of factors, this paper will
focus on the strategies that my rural, Iowa school district values the most in an adolescent
science classroom. These teaching strategies include building relationships, discoverybased learning opportunities, and information provided in diverse ways.
Building relationships within a school and a classroom is a fundamental part of
classroom management and teaching. Building positive relationships decreases student
depression and suicide rates while improving academic success (Carlisle, 2011). To
successfully build relationships school staff need to make a conscious attempt to build
those relationships (Carlisle, 2011). Building relationships can be done through a variety
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of methods but the easiest include greeting students at the door, checking in with
students, learning about students’ lives, being visible during passing periods, attending
student activities outside of school, and getting to know families (Carlisle, 2011). During
the 2019-2020 school year, before the school closure in March of 2020, I implemented
many of these strategies to build a foundational relationship with my students. This
relationship was fundamental in the way I worked through the school closure from March
2020-May 2020.
To increase student scores and the depth of knowledge at the adolescent stage
inquiry-based learning (IBL) opportunities are imperative to a science curriculum
(Maxwell et al., 2015). IBL focuses less on student memorization of facts and more on
the students’ ability to solve complex problems and critical thinking using scientific
reasoning. A main part of IBL is the use of scaffolding, the building of new knowledge
onto prior knowledge. Using IBL strategies promotes lifelong learning beyond the
adolescent years. Specific strategies within IBL include, but are not limited to: peer-peer
feedback, student-centered lessons, students’ monitoring of their own learning, selfanalysis, development of models, student generated questioning, and discussions
(Maxwell et al., 2015). Before the school closure of March 2020 and after the
development of solid student-teacher relationships and peer relationships, we began to
implement various parts of the IBL strategies within my classroom. The main strategies
of focus were peer-peer feedback, self-analysis, development of models, student
generated questions, and a variety of discussion formats.
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The third strategy imperative to student success is the diverse representation of
materials. Using diverse representation of materials not only allows students to have a
better understanding of the science material but also prepares them for their future (Nixon
et al., 2015). Often scientists beyond the classroom use multiple mediums to represent
their findings therefore it is imperative teachers support students to do the same (Nixon et
al., 2015). Using multi modes also provides students a greater chance of retrieving
information as well as applying the information cross curricularly (McDermott & Hand,
2012). This diversification can be brought to lessons through a variety of means
(McDermott & Hand, 2012). Before the March 2020 school closure common forms of
diversified information within my rural, Iowa, science classroom was by utilizing
modeling, videos, demonstrations, scientific texts, interviews, illustrations, and
animations. They were also able to represent their learning through diversified ways. This
included but was not limited to developing models, giving presentations, taking
assessments, development of games, etc. All these things allowed students to diversify
how information was presented as well as how they presented their learning. While these
strategies are important in a face-to-face classroom, it was important to utilize these
strategies in an online environment to help ensure the success of the students.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
There are many papers about best practices within a classroom, but few recognize
the struggle of converting curriculum to an online platform in the middle of a pandemic.
As described in the literature review, few studies looked at teacher perception while
teaching virtually, and even less describe how teaching during a pandemic changed one’s
outlook on a classroom.
During this study, I looked at how teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic from
March 2020 to May 2020 altered my teaching strategies in a young adolescent science
classroom and how my own thoughts and ideas around online learning changed because
of the COVID-19 pandemic. These research questions are defined below:
1. How did teaching through the COVID-19 pandemic during the 2019-2020 school
year impact and change my teaching strategies in a young adolescent science
classroom?
2. How did my ideas around online learning change as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic during the 2019-2020 school year?
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework behind this study is social constructivist theory with an
emphasis on autoethnography. Social constructivism, described best by Vygotsky (Kalina
& Powell, 2009), sees the learner as actively building knowledge. Prior knowledge plays
a key role in the construction of new ideas in Vygotsky’s theory of learning. He believed
the world is always changing and shaping individuals, and individuals are always
changing the world (Hausfather, 1996). It is because of this that it is imperative to look at
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the research questions through a social constructivist lens. Social constructivism also
takes into consideration the culture and how it plays a key role in shaping individuals
(Liu & Chen, 2010). It is important to use social constructivism as the lens for this study
because social constructivism looks not only at how individuals actively construct their
own knowledge based on their own experiences, but also how society and groups of
individuals aid in that construction of knowledge. Not only did I use my prior knowledge
and perceptions about best practices and teaching to help aid in my personal and students’
experiences, but my perceptions also changed over time depending on the interactions
between myself, other teachers, and other members of society. Their thoughts and beliefs
that surrounded the pandemic influenced not only the immediate action I took, but also
the way I perceive my classroom now. This social constructivism outlook will allow for
me to critically analyze how the pandemic and how other’s thoughts and opinions shaped
my current reality.
Autoethnography is the specific methodological framework that guided this study.
This analysis allows the researcher to be put into the middle of the study.
Autoethnography is meant to look at how culture connects with oneself, with the social,
and with context in which the research is done (Ngunjiri et al., 2010). Taking this
approach to answer the research questions allowed me to be self-critical and to pay close
attention to how the social and cultural influences of the pandemic impacted my teaching
styles and practices. The social constructivist side of autoethnography allows me to
examine how relationships, prior knowledge, and new learnings impacted my current
teaching style and how it changed while teaching through COVID-19 (McIlveen, 2008).
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An autoethnography framework fostered the development of my own narrative that used
authentic experiences to close the gap within the research (McIlveen, 2008). While there
are many different types of autoethnographies this study focused on the Reflective form
of autoethnography. This form of autoethnography requires that the author focus on how
the researcher changes as a result of the experiences that they have been through
(Ngunjiri et al., 2010). This form of autoethnography allowed me to analyze and detail
how teaching through a pandemic changed my thoughts and beliefs.
Data Collection
To answer both research questions I closely examined decisions I made and how
the social/cultural context of the time impacted those decisions. Both research questions
were answered by collecting information from the same sources. After those sources
were gathered, I looked at them and highlighted key parts that answered my research
questions.
The first set of data collected were journals kept from March 2020-May 2020. In
these journals I recorded my experiences as a middle level science teacher in rural Iowa
trying to convert to an online curriculum. These journals documented the decisions I
made and how the social context impacted those decisions. These journals had four
specific color unique codes that looked for a variety of phrases that answer both research
questions and included: green for district timeline, yellow for the teaching strategies,
purple for online learning ideas, and blue for student communication. If a phrase fell
under two or more codes, the highlight color would be red. These codes and journals can
be seen in Appendix A.
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Additionally, I analyzed the timeline of events occurring from March 2020 to
May 2020 (Table 1). This timeline documented how quickly things changed within the
district and how what was happening impacted the decisions made with the science
department that involved my students. This timeline shows not only what happened as a
district but shows how our science departments' ideas progressed over time.
To see how thoughts of our science department changed over time and how those
thoughts impacted our students, I analyzed journal entries discussing science department
ideas as well journal entries that displayed student communication regarding the science
departments decisions. Examination of this data provided insight into how the ideas of
the science department changed throughout this time (Table 2). This week-by-week
comparison allowed me to analyze the complexity of the ideas as well as what the
students completed. This data will be displayed in table format (Table 3) while specific
documents will be displayed in Appendix B.
Finally, all individual emails I sent and received from March 2020 to May 2020
were collected for analysis. These emails show different student interactions, peer
interactions, and district interactions. Gathering emails allowed me to connect my
personal experiences to the cultural climate, and to the social context and can be seen in
Appendix C.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Results
COVID-19 was something we as educators and me personally could have never
prepared for. It taught me things about myself and my teaching that have changed me
forever. By looking through journals, emails, and peer conversations I was able to
successfully answer the research questions provided earlier within this paper.
Data Analyzed
To answer the first research question, “How did teaching through the COVID-19
pandemic during the 2019-2020 school year impact and change my teaching strategies in
a young adolescent science classroom?” I examined my journals, and the timeline by
highlighting key phrases representing one or more of the following teaching strategies,
building relationships, differentiation of instructions, or IBL. I then compared that to
what was happening within the district that could have had an impact on those strategies.
Highlighting teaching strategies identified how strategies changed over time, while
looking at the district timeline identified the social context within the district that
changed those strategies.
I first focused on highlighted phrases around teaching strategies relating to
building relationships, IBL, or diverse representation of materials. These teaching
strategies were the main focus because they have been shown to improve student’s
academic successes, according to my literature review. Since these strategies improve
student success, I chose to see how these different strategies changed over time. Then I
looked at what was highlighted in my journals and only focused on the teaching strategies
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and how they changed through the 11 journal entries. I also looked at the district timeline
(Table 1) to determine how the district timeline impacted my teaching strategies.
Teaching through the COVID-19 pandemic during the 2019-2020 school year
impacted and changed my teaching strategies in a young adolescent science classroom by
solidifying what I believe to be the most important teaching strategy, building
relationships. Out of 23 mentions related to teaching strategies over 11 weeks, 7 were
strictly about building or maintaining relationships. Several options or phrases fell under
this classification of coding. During the first read through of my journals I would
highlight a sentence where I specifically mention relationships. An example of this is, “I
start by completing a bell ringer with the students. This bell ringer is a would you rather
question that provides students a low stakes opportunity to share their ideas. It allows me
to get to know my students and allows them to get to know me. This matches my beliefs
for how important I think relationships are” (Appendix A, Journal 4.12-4.17)
During my second read through I highlighted phrases that mentioned building or
maintaining relationships. For example, “I try to make things as ‘normal’ as possible by
including different things that I have been doing to keep myself busy and by a would you
rather question to start the google meet” (Appendix A, Journal 4.18-4.24). My third read
though I highlighted a phrase or phrases on relationships coming from the district.
Phrases such as, “We end the meeting with the reminder to focus on building and
maintaining the relationships we have established throughout the year” exemplify this
category (Appendix A, Journal 4.26-5.1).
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The next teaching strategy that appeared the most was using inquiry-based
learning. This strategy was important to code for because it improves student attitude,
achievement, and engagement (Maxwell et al., 2015). For a phrase to fall under this code
I was looking for keywords such as asking questions, researching, modeling, critical
thinking, prior knowledge. Six out of the 23 teaching strategies highlighted were around
using inquiry-based skills previously acquired. An example of this can be seen in the
following phrase, “We came to the conclusion to focus on asking questions for the first
week using a question matrix that I developed earlier in the year. The second week we
decided to look at analyzing and interpreting data. Students will be looking at reliable
resources to try and find an answer to their questions.” (Appendix A, Journal 3.28-4.2).
Under that same entry another example can be read, “...students can use their critical
thinking skills.” (Appendix A, Journal 3.28-4.2). It is important that we used skills
students were already familiar with as a way to keep them engaged and interested without
it being too challenging. These strategies were implemented when fewer changes were
occurring and when students had an idea of how online school would work.
The other three of the 23 mentions of teaching strategies were based around
differentiating instruction. This code is imperative to student success and their ability to
understand science (Nixon et al., 2015). While reading through journals I highlighted
different ways I allowed for either students to show differentiation in the way they
presented their learning or in the ways I provided information in multiple modalities.
There are few examples of these strategies listed in the 11 journal entries. One example
reads, “I uploaded a video describing the task…” (Appendix A, Journal 4.12-4.17.) This
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received a highlight because not only did I upload videos describing that week's task, but
I also gave them written directions on a PowerPoint presentation and on a word
document. These different formats allow for the directions to be read to them as another
way of presenting information in different ways.
Once the journals were analyzed I began to focus on my district's timeline (Table
1). The district timeline was analyzed by again highlighting key components that
impacted my classroom. These key components consisted of the district's decisions, how
they changed over time, and how my assignments changed over time. For each
occurrence the color gradually became darker to make the analysis and comparison to
journals easier.
From March 2020-May 2020 most of the district decisions were happening at the
beginning of the school closure. Of the 16 district codes 12 of district emails and changes
were made before the first science assignment was posted on google classroom. This
means most teaching strategies were only utilized after the districts made their decisions.
The final analysis of the district timeline was based around the actual assignments
posted to my students. This color can be seen in orange and progressively becomes
darker as more assignments were posted. This allowed me to identify how assignments
changed over the course of the school closure and the types of assignments being posted.
Ten times during the school closure I posted assignments and it was not until after most
of the district decisions were made and after several meetings with peers.
To answer the second research question of, “How did my ideas around online
learning change as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic during the 2019-2020 school
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year?” I examined my journals and the timeline by highlighting key phrases representing
student communication or ideas for online learning. I then compared that to what was
happening between the science department that could have impacted those ideas and the
communication. Highlighting for idea changes and communication allowed me to
document and identify of how ideas changed over time, while looking at the peer
communication within the District Timeline (Table 1) I was able to connect the social
context to what changed those ideas.
I first read journals while highlighting phrases or ideas I had for online learning.
This allowed me to first identify what my ideas were so then I could see how they
changed over time. The key phrases I looked for included action words involving
students. An example reads, “...decided to challenge students to build something as tall as
they can.” (Appendix A, Journal 4.4-4.10). I also highlighted statements that involved
discussing ideas with my peers. An example of this reads, “Our last task is to determine
what our last assignment will be for our students. Since we are a science department and
as of now we all don’t have the same grade, it needs to be something that is appropriate
for both seventh and eighth grade. One member in our PLC team shares a slide show that
has zoomed up images and then the students would have to guess what they are.”
(Appendix A, Journal 5.10-5.15). Over the 11 journal entries, 22 ideas for online learning
were highlighted.
I then looked at the District Timeline (Table 1) and focused on peer
communication. This information can be seen in the table as highlighted in green. The
more our ideas progressed the darker the green color became. Fourteen main events
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happened regarding communication with peers from March 2020 to May 2020. The
majority of this communication happened after the district made their decisions but
continued well after the majority of the district changes happened. The decisions made
also happened as assignments were being posted and shared with students. A breakdown
of student and teacher communication can be seen in Table 2. This is imperative because
I was able to compare how often student and peer communication occurred to better
answer the second research question.
I then read through my journals again, this time highlighting any time I mentioned
student communication. While reading my journals I looked for phrases where I
mentioned a student having a question or a type of interaction between them. An example
of this states, “students began to email me questions about their assignments.” (Appendix
A, Journal 4.18-4.24). Throughout the 11 journals I mentioned student communication 10
times. Student communication has an impact because my peers and I used how our
students were doing as gauges of where to go next. In Table 2 under Journal 4.18-4.24
that when the student communication increased so did the ideas discussed between the
science department. Another example of using student questions to gauge where the
science department went next can be seen in Journal 4.12-4.17. During this week students
communicated questions with me twice and twice the science department discussed
different ideas for those students.
During the first few weeks of remote teaching, there are several ideas regarding
the different ideas the science department had for our students (Table 3). Seventeen
different ideas and resources students could use were mentioned and documents. Of those
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activities only two of them involved the student being actively engaged. Most of these
resources had students using their technology and watching videos, going through
simulations, or completing online readings. It was not until Week 4 there was a clear
distinction of the direction we were going. Within Week 4 we were more specific on the
tasks the students would complete and were more mindful of the amount of time students
would be spending actively engaged.
Our decision to make the work more concise and independent came after
communication between the district stating we could not teach any new information.
This promoted the idea that focusing on individual phenomena would promote an
engaging experience while preparing them for their next steps. In the end we made the
choice to have students work through engineering and design standards which is
something all students can do on their own. It was apparent that students are able to do
parts of those standards on their own, with minimal guidance when looking at the amount
of work completed each week. This conclusion can be seen when looking at the student
communication occurrences within the journals kept (Table 2).
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District Timeline
Date

What Happened

March 13th, 2020

Superintendent says we will remain in school after break until
he gets the recommendation to do otherwise

March 15th, 2020

Principal emailed staff checking in

March 15th, 2020

Superintendent informing staff of Kym Reynolds
recommendation

March 19th, 2020

Curriculum Director said to not share out resources to students

March 19th, 2020

Curriculum Director informs district staff to not report to work
on Monday, March 23rd

March 20th, 2020

Superintendent confirms that we will not be attending school
until told otherwise

March 23rd, 2020

Administrators have a meeting to discuss our next steps as a
school

March 23rd, 2020

Letter goes out to parents to inform them on how to gather
materials for their students as well as tips to help their students.

March 23rd, 2020

Teacher letter providing information from the district March
24th, 2020-First Iowa death due to COVID-19

March 24th, 2020

Informed by Science Instruction Coach that we will have a
meeting on Wednesday to brainstorm resources for students

March 25th, 2020

Meeting with middle school science department to explore
science resources and to give our recommended resources to our
curriculum director

March 26th, 2020

Staff informed that students will have access to meals during
school closure

March 27th, 2020

Principal decides on Spirit Week for staff and students during
the next week.

March 27th, 2020

Teachers given work expectations
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Table 1 (continued)
District Timeline
Date

What Happened

March 30th, 2020

Curriculum Director shares resources that departments have
developed with parents and guardians

March 31st, 2020

Curriculum Director sends a teacher letter that has
recommended structure for students

March 31st, 2020

First staff meeting as a whole building via Google Meet

April 2nd, 2020

First confirmed COVID-19 case in our school districts county

April 2nd, 2020

Superintendent informs staff that the school will be closed
through the remainder of April

April 2nd, 2020

Our middle school science department meets to discuss options
for students during the school closure

April 2nd, 2020

Internet Information sent out to parents and guardians of
students within the district

April 3rd, 2020

Superintendent emails parents to reassure that they are working
to identify high school credit issues with the school closure

April 6th, 2020

Work expectations and pay guidelines shared with staff from the
superintendent.

April 6th, 2020

First science assignment posted via google classroom to see
which students are checking their emails/classroom and who
may or may not have internet access

April 7th, 2020

Middle school staff meeting to discuss guidelines and
expectations next week for staff and classes

April 8th, 2020

Analyzed data and sent email to students who did not respond to
google classroom assignment

April 8th, 2020

Invitation to join a weekly staff google meet starting Monday
April 13th, 2020

April 8th, 2020

Special education teachers develop individualized learning
boards for students on their roster
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Table 1 (continued)
District Timeline
Date

What Happened

April 9th, 2020

Superintendent and middle school principal’s emails are hacked

April 9th, 2020

Letter sent to middle school families informing them of the class
schedule and directions explaining how to join classes via
google meets.

April 9th, 2020

Curriculum director sent a letter to families within the district to
describe student expectations next week.

April 12th, 2020

Principal informs staff to allow students to fix their grade from
assignments prior to spring break.

April 13th, 2020

All middle school staff meeting informing staff of procedure to
get materials from the classroom and google meet expectations
that are to start this week.

April 13th, 2020

Middle school science department meeting to discuss the
assignments and what to post to students on Wednesday.

April 13th, 2020

Posted directions on google classroom that informed students of
the expectations during my google meet as well as when/how to
access the virtual classroom

April 15th, 2020

First science assignment asking students to use question matrix
to develop questions posted via google classroom

April 15th, 2020

Google meet with students

April 17th, 2020

First science assignment due

April 17th, 2020

Google meet with students

April 17th, 2020

Principal sends an email informing staff of what the topics of the
Monday meeting will entail

April 17th, 2020

Superintendent informs staff that we will not be reopening this
school year.

April 20th, 2020

Staff meeting that informed middle school staff that we will not
be posting trimester three grades, when our last day of school is
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Table 1 (continued)
District Timeline
Date

What Happened

April 20th, 2020

Meeting with the science department to discuss next steps in our
project as well as our scope and sequence for next year.

April 20th, 2020

Sent an email to students who did not turn in their assignment
from last week.

April 20th, 2020

First student realization that the work they are doing will not
impact their grade

April 22nd, 2020

Obtaining and Evaluating science assignment posted on google
classroom

April 22nd, 2020

Google meet with students

April 23rd, 2020

First individuals die in our school district’s county due to
COVID-19.

April 24th, 2020

I posted a clarification video on google classroom and the
students’ assignment was due

April 24th, 2020

Google meet with students

April 24th, 2020

Principal sent our suggestions and reminders for google meets
and content delivery for next week.

April 27th, 2020

Middle school staff meeting discussing the plan for students to
clean out their lockers and the need for focusing on relationships
during this time.

April 27th, 2020

Science department meeting discussing attendance, turn in rate,
and where to go next

April 29th, 2020

Diving into Research science assignment posted on google
classroom

April 29th, 2020

Google meet with students

May 1st, 2020

Posted clarification directions for the science assignment via
google classroom

May 1st, 2020

Google meet with students.
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Table 1 (continued)
District Timeline
Date

What Happened

May 1st, 2020

Principal cancels Monday meeting for next week.

May 4th, 2020

Middle school science department meeting discussing student
needs and tasks for upcoming week.

May 6th, 2020

Diving into Research Part 2 science assignment posted on
google classroom

May 6th, 2020

Google meet with students

May 6th, 2020

Principal emails update to parents regarding locker clean out
information

May 8th, 2020

Google meet with students

May 11th, 2020

Middle school staff meeting discussing the last week of school

May 11th, 2020

Middle school science department meeting planning out the rest
of the school year and preparing for next year

May 11th, 2020

Created a schedule with cross curricular teams on how our
students last day will look like

May 13th, 2020

The Final Answer science assignment posted on google
classroom

May 13th, 2020

Google meet with students

May 15th, 2020

Google meet with students

May 18th, 2020

Middle school staff meeting discussing Return to Learn plan and
discuss expectations of staff’s last day.

May 20th, 2020

Kym Reynolds gives schools permission to resume activities
with appropriate precautions

May 20th, 2020

Zoomed in Photo Challenge assignment posted on google
classroom for students

May 20th, 2020

Google meet with students
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Table 1 (continued)
District Timeline
Date

What Happened

May 20th, 2020

Principal shares out plan to have 8th grade students turn in their
Chromebook

May 22nd, 2020

Google meet with students

May 25th, 2020

No school or google meets

May 26th, 2020

Cross curricular team discussion on best way to involve students
in the last say google meets

May 26th, 2020

Middle school staff meeting discussing next year’s three
possible schedules and clear expectations for staff during our
professional development day.

May 27th, 2020

Posted answers of Zoomed in Photo Challenge, my science
assignment for my students on google classroom

May 27th, 2020

Superintendent sent email wrapping up the school year

May 27th, 2020

Last google meet with students

May 28th, 2020

Building instructional coach emailed out a plan for our
professional development on May 29th.

May 29th, 2020

Met in person with the middle school science department to
determine which units for seventh and eighth grade we would be
starting with during the 2020-2021 school year as well as
ordered materials for future labs.

May 29th, 2020

Last day of School
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Table 2
Student Communication vs. Online Learning Ideas

Journal Weeks

Code: Ideas for Online
Learning

Code: Student Communication

0

1

3.22.2020-3.27.2020

2

1

3.29.2020-4.03.2020

3

0

4.04.2020-4.10.2020

2

1

4.12.2020-4.17.2020

2

2

4.18.2020-4.24.2020

3

3

4.26.2020-5.01.2020

0

0

3.15.2020-3.22.2020
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Table 2 (continued)
Student Communication vs. Online Learning Ideas

Journal Weeks

Code: Ideas for Online
Learning

Code: Student Communication

5.04.2020-5.08.2020

1

1

5.10.2020-5.15.2020

5

0

5.17.2020-5.22.2020

2

0

2

1

5.25.2020-5.29.2020

Table 3
Science Ideas by Week

Week

Resource

Descriptions

Week 1

Scholastic
ScienceFlix

All sorts of science topics to read, watch, explore “Experiments”
“Careers in Science” “Science News” are the major headings.
Experiments look like they use simple materials that people
might have on-hand. Under “Resources and Tools” there are
lesson plans, quizzes, projects, video, other media, etc. You can
share materials through Google Classroom.

Open SciEd

Simulations Library

Mosa Mack

Log in account needed - Similar to Scholastic ScienceFlix
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Table 3 (continued)
Science Ideas by Week

Week

Week 2

Resource

Descriptions

Stem Scopes

Too much to login and use.

Phet
Simulations

Too much to choose from and not a great benefit

BrainPop

Videos/quizzes/additional info about topics
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Table 3 (continued)
Science Ideas by Week

Week

Resource

Descriptions

The Spangler
Effect

Science experiments

Exploratorium

“The Exploratorium isn't just a museum; it's an ongoing
exploration of science, art, and human perception. Explore our
vast collection of online experiences to feed your curiosity and
education resources supporting online
teaching and learning.”

PBSLearningme
dia

Videos, audio, images all accessible without login.
Simulations/interactives need login.
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Table 3 (continued)
Science Ideas by Week

Week

Resource

Descriptions

SciShow

YouTube channel---SciShow explores the unexpected.
Seven days a week, Hank Green, Michael Aranda, and
Olivia Gordon delve into the scientific subjects that defy
our expectations and make us even more curious!

AsapScience

YouTube channel---Making science make sense.

ScienceBob

YouTube channel---Watch videos of Science Bob's
science experiments in action. Learn how to make slime,
erupting volcanoes, electromagnets and more
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Table 3 (continued)
Science Ideas by Week

Week

Week 3

Resource

Descriptions

BestOfScience

YouTube channel---variety of topics

IXL

There is currently a free trial of science content.

Unplugged
Idea (Mandie
Sanderman)

Science junk drawer sorting challenge
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Table 3 (continued)
Science Ideas by Week

Week

Resource

Descriptions

AEA At Home
Science

Mandie Sanderman’s Blog of science ideas

Week 4

Make a Tower
FlipGrid

They need to make a tower and either take a picture or a
video so they can practice using their chromebooks to
upload videos and pictures to google classroom. Allows
us to identify which students are participating

Week 5

NGSS
Phenomena
Ask a Question

Pick a topic they would like to know more about. If they
need help, they are directed to use the NGSS Phenomena
webpage. Their question must fall within 5 points on the
question matrix
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Table 3 (continued)
Science Ideas by Week

Week

Resource

Descriptions

Week 6

Obtaining and
Evaluation
Information

They develop two question that will help them answer
their phenomena question as well as identifying 4
reliable resources that score 15 points or higher on the
rubric

Week 7

Diving into
Research Part 1

Either answer question one with the different facts they
have learned, or they look at two websites from last week
and pull four facts from each.

Week 8

Diving into
Research Part 2

Either answer question two with the different facts they
have learned, or they look at two websites from last week
and pull four facts from each.
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Table 3 (continued)
Science Ideas by Week

Week

Resource

Descriptions

Week 9

The Final
Answer

Answer their phenomena question in Claim, Evidence,
Reasoning format.

Week 10

Up Close
Images

Fill out google form guessing what close-up images are.

Week 11

Up Close
Images

They receive close-up image answers and fill out
evaluation forms.
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Results
Teaching through the COVID-19 pandemic during the 2019-2020 school year
impacted and changed my teaching strategies in a young adolescent science classroom by
bringing to light how important IBL, building relationships, and differentiation of
instruction is. The impact the district and my peers had on my decisions were the reason
those strategies were successfully implemented or not. The district provided guidelines
through which I was expected to follow, and as a department we discussed those
guidelines while implementing appropriate teaching strategies. This analysis brought to
light how important it is to differentiate the way we communicate and explain things to
students.
As a science department, we did not do a very good job of differentiating the
instruction during the closure of March 2020- May 2020. Once we found a routine we
liked, we stuck with it and did not offer many variabilities. A usual routine was
presenting a slideshow in a google meet accompanied with a google doc describing the
directions. The introduction dates were on Wednesdays and the due days were always on
Fridays. Students only were able to submit a google doc or a google form describing
their learning. Showing students information in new and unique ways is one teaching
strategy my school finds very important and this analysis made clear that needs to be
focused on in years to come. Differentiation needs to be highlighted in the following
years because it allows for a deeper understanding as well as better prepares them for
their future (Nixon et al., 2015). Examples of offering differentiation in instruction are
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including diagrams, models, pictures, charts, mathematical equations, tables and different
texts (McDermott & Hand, 2013). Online teaching should not negatively impact students’
ability to receive information in multiple different ways.
My ideas around online learning changed from having the students watch videos
and online simulations to actively discovering, exploring, and researching because of the
COVID-19 pandemic during the 2019-2020 school year. My ideas transitioned from
sitting and completing simulations or designated readings to exploring, researching, and
discovering one’s own interests. During the first month most of the closure resources
mainly included online simulations, reading articles, and YouTube videos. These
resources do not take a lot of preparation from the teacher perceptive but are repetitive
week after week for the students. At the start of the school closure, I thought that students
should all be completing the same web-based science interactive. Our initial goals were a
one size fits all approach. These ideas can be seen in weeks 1-3 in Table 3. This proved to
be ineffective since self-paced classrooms are beneficial for some students but those with
individualized learning plans are at a disadvantage (Smith & Harvey, 2014).
Over time as a science department, we were able to create a cohesive working
unit that allowed students to explore their own interests at their own level. We were able
to lightly guide them in a direction that was age appropriate as well as provide support
that would hopefully help them in their next years. It allowed them flexibility to focus on
different phenomena while providing us, the teachers, a chance to provide feedback to the
students.
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After going through the COVID-19 pandemic, it has become clear that content,
though important, is not the most important aspect of a middle school science classroom.
It is more important to engage their curiosity and build or maintain relationships that will
help students be successful for what their future holds. Building and maintaining
relationships at the middle school level can drastically change the amount of success in
the classroom (Carlisle, 2011). The relationship between my students and I proved to be
monumentally important when trying to identify the path that needed to be taken.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Reflection
While I hope that another pandemic is not in the foreseeable future, I am more
prepared for that or anything else that gets thrown my way as an educator. While my
team and I did several great things, there were also things that I would change if I could
do it all again. I should have spent more time focusing on communicating with students
or focusing on different ways to display information so all students could be successful.
Different modes of representation is an important guideline seen throughout the literature.
The foundations I had in place from August 2019-March 2020 provided me the
support I needed to make the school closure meaningful. It is those foundations I
continued to implement during the 2020-2021 school year. This will help my students be
as adaptable as possible in the future.
The foundation I recommend is building positive relationships. This focus on
building relationships with students is one that my school and myself value. It is
fundamental to build positive relationships to make online learning meaningful and to
make the transition from stable to unstable environments easier. One way I maintained
the relationships I built during the school closure was by keeping things light in the
beginning. I would have students log into their google meets and answer a “would you
rather question” in the chat box on google meet. This is a low stakes way to have students
volunteer, build relationships, and to become more comfortable with the ‘new norm’.
My second recommendation is to take care of oneself. There were many times, as
can be seen throughout my journals, where I would be mentally struggling with the news
that the day brought, and I would let it consume me. Eventually, I found different ways I
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was able to mentally reset myself. I now know myself better and am more prepared if we
are ever put in that situation again. When I was able to work through my own
discomforts, I had a relationship strong enough with my students where I could be honest
and help them work through their own discomforts. This honesty is something I have
brought to my current classrooms and is built on solid relationships with students. I
recommend being open with students, and allowing them to see how we, as mentors,
process our own emotions and traumas to help them process what they bring to the table.
This honesty helps both teachers and students be more successful.
My last and final recommendation would be to show students' flexibility and
willingness to try new things. During March 2020-May 2020 I said so many times to my
students that I had no clue what I was doing, and we are going to learn together. This
flexibility is also something that I brought and will continue to bring into future years of
teaching. Show students that we as educators are flexible and may not have everything
figured out but are willing to try new things. This idea of admitting when I don’t know
things allowed students to try again when they made mistakes and allowed students to
email me when they were unsure of what to do, or where to go next.
Online learning is not something that is going away and will continue to have an
upward trend in education. To future enhance the online learning in a K-12 classroom,
much more research needs to be done involving how COVID-19 impacted online k-12
instruction. Teachers were expected to implement online learning through little to no
online learning information, resources, or training. Hopefully these gaps became aware
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during the school closure to administrators and school board members so appropriate
action can be taken.
This research is in no way complete and is not an inclusive guide on how to
navigate a school through a pandemic. It is important to note that this research has been
done in a small, rural, Iowa school. Most of the population are white Christians, with
mainly affluent homes. To further this research, one needs to look at a more diverse
population and community. Students' home lives drastically play a role in the behaviors
and expectations in the classroom. These results will vary with differing student
populations.
This work also needs to look at a more diverse population of teachers with more
teachers being studied. This study is merely one teacher's perspective on teaching through
COVID-19. My personal experience is unlike any others and my outlook was shaped by
my prior experiences and interactions. These results will vary from teacher to teacher
from district to district from state to state. It would be my recommendation to further this
study by looking at teachers with different specialties and of different age ranges.
Reflection
This study impacts science education by reminding science educators that while
scientific content is important within the scientific classroom, effective teaching
strategies have a greater impact on student success. The students that I taught during the
2019-2020 school closure did not learn any new content but were still able to build upon
their scientific knowledge. They did this because of the effective teaching strategies
implemented by myself and my team. These students were able to maintain relationships
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and cater their learning around their interests. This study was able to show that while
content is an important part of the scientific classroom, it is not the most important. An
effective science teacher can teach and help students be successful no matter the science
content.
During this closure students were able to critically analyze various informational
texts, ask meaningful questions, identify reliable resources, and answer their own
questions using facts and evidence to support their own thinking and understanding.
These students will be more prepared for their high school career with these abilities as
well as more prepared for the work force or college. Questioning, researching, analyzing,
and critically thinking are life skills that will help those students be more successful in
their future endeavors.
This study reiterates the importance for building and maintaining relationships
within the classroom as well as the importance of student skill over the memorization of
facts. Future classrooms should focus on students being able to ask questions, model their
understanding, identifying reliable sources, pulling facts from scientific text, answering
their own questions, providing claims that are supported by facts, and being able to be
unbiased while doing scientific research. Personal future classrooms will focus on
building relationships with the students but also focus on building relationships with their
peers. Future classrooms will focus less on the memorization of facts and more of the
application of these facts. This study was able to show the importance of those two
components all within a three-month time span.
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Future work will also include helping students and teachers be more prepared to
navigate an online environment. During my research it became clear that many teachers
are not prepared to teach or implement technology successfully in the classroom. This
can be done by staying on top of popular trends within education and technology as well
as the discussion of failures and successes others have had within the online learning
environment. Working together we can be more prepared for wherever education goes
next.
Getting my master’s degree was something I have always wanted to achieve, and
it seems surreal that the process is almost complete. Many life changes have happened
during my two years from becoming a wife and a soon to be mother. There have been
many interactions and conversations that have helped me grow as a person and as an
educator.
It is difficult to think back about all the classes, as some seem like that were so
long ago. During this program I enjoyed the flexibility of which classes I could take and
those classes ended up being some of my favorites. Of the classes that I could choose, the
ones that impacted me the most were Drugs, Poisons, and Venoms. This class helped me
to create different ideas for future lesson plans. My second favorite non-required class
was Selecting and Integrating Instructional Technology. I found this to be helpful
because I was able to learn about new trends in education and how to determine if they
would be a good fit for my classroom.
Of the required courses for this major, I believe that it is a toss-up for Trends and
Issues in Science Education and Developing and Science Curricula that had the greatest
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impact on me as an educator. I had a special interest in those classes because developing
and integrating curriculum is something that I am increasingly interested in. Trends and
Issues in Science Education was also interesting because it highlighted certain laws that
impact the way that we see and teach science. While those are the two classes that stick
out the most, all the classes helped teach me valuable lessons in collaboration with peers,
ideas for new lessons, questioning and identifying quality research papers, and improved
my critical thinking abilities.
From here I would like to eventually become a curriculum director or work with
curriculum implementation. I enjoy researching curriculums and discussing with teachers
their wants and needs and how I can help.
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Appendix A: Journals
Journal 3.15.2020-3.22.2020
Well, the break is over. It is March 20th, and I cannot believe everything that has
transpired within the last week. My husband and I have just returned from our
honeymoon and the feeling of bliss is definitely gone. The break from social media and
the disconnect from my phone and work was much needed. It did, however, leave me at a
disadvantaged once I returned to “real life”. The anxiety/fear/confusion I felt before has
returned full force as I catch up on emails.
We are officially in a pandemic and all we know is that we will not be returning to school
for the time being. While I was gone my administration handled getting information out
to the employees very well. So far, they have been very transparent with everything that
has been going on. As I check through my work emails there have been many times that
my superintendent is straight forward, explaining what we are and are not aware of, and
my principle encourages us to focus on our mental health and to deal with this pandemic
the best way we know how and to email him with any questions.
While reading my emails, there is a distinct tone change during the week. The first email
that mentions school closure was sent by our superintendent on March 15th in response to
our governor’s recommendations. He informs us that he will provide more information
after the press conference on Monday and indicates that he will keep us informed. That
same day, our principle sent an email asking for our patience as this is new territory and
to email him with any questions that we may have.
There are no emails until the 17th when our superintendent sends out a district email
stating that even though this is our Spring Break, he is working with other administrators
to identify how schools will be required to operate at the state and federal level. He again
asks for our patience since this level of school closure has never happened.
On March 19th the curriculum director sent out and email telling staff to not share
resources with their students. It is said that all resources need to be vetted to ensure that
they are age appropriate. These resources need to be able to reach all students and until
they have a plan figured out, we are not to share educational resources with our students.
The curriculum director also sent a separate email asking staff to stay out of the building
unless directed otherwise. There is something about not being able to return to my
classroom and the inability to share things with my students that does not sit well with
me. Nine months out of the year I dedicate my life to those students and being told to not
interact with them is heartbreaking.
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On March 20th, the superintendent sends out a clarifying email that does little clarifying.
He states that we are not to report to work or to the building. He does state that we can go
to the building if needed to gather supplies and an email will go out early next week to
inform students when they are able to gather their supplies. He also informs us that as of
now, our concerns for students during shut down is being heard but the plan to help them
is still unclear.

The final email that I click open sheds a little light on all of the emotions that I have been
flooded with over the last 20 minutes while trying to get caught up on emails. It is from a
student that I have connected with. While it is brief, it is a small reminder of what I have
waiting for me once I return to work.
The worst thing about this situation is the fact that I feel helpless. It seems as if there is
nothing, I can do to make the situation better for my students, coworkers, or myself.
During my years of teaching there has always been some level of uncertainty and the
need for flexibility, but this was not something that I saw coming. I still have so many
questions. What about state testing? Will we have to make up these days? How are we
going to do student grades? We were only three weeks into the new trimester and
students only have one assessment in the grade book, how is that going to affect them in
high school next year? What are we going to do about sports and extracurricular
activities? What is going to be expected of me? What about the students who don’t have
access to the internet or the students who have to watch their younger siblings?
All I can do now is wait to see what Monday brings and to remain positive. The
relationships that I have built with my students will play a key role in whatever path we
chose to go from here. My students are all familiar with Google Classroom and many of
the Google apps that work alongside Classroom. I also have an amazing support system
both in and out of school. I am hoping that if I repeat these things enough times, than it
will help ease some anxiety.

Journal 3.23.2020-3.27.2020
Today is March 27th, 2020, and this week has become more than crazy the one before. It
seems as if we have more questions than answers which seemed impossible a week ago.
The school is trying to make things as “normal” as possible which is like grasping at
straws. I am frustrated but I know everyone is doing the best they can.
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The week started Sunday night with my administrator sending out an email informing us
that all of the administrators are meeting via Zoom. I usually do not have my work email
on my phone as a way disconnect and refill my cup, however, under these circumstances
I have decided it best to turn it back on since information comes sporadically throughout
the day. This meeting was for the administrators to create a plan on how to move
forward. He reminded us to take care of ourselves.
We don’t get any more answers until midmorning on Monday. Our principal emails us
and says that we can get to our classroom if we go on Monday, but students will also
have access to the building to gather their materials. I decided not to go. Most of my
resources are online and I want to wait as long as I can, so the janitors have one less room
to deep clean.
The superintendent has the most answers of two. He informs us that non salary staff will
continue to get paid until April 10th and will be revisited at a later time if needed. He also
informed us that we will be hopefully returning April 13th. After I read this email more
questions came to my mind. If we can’t share stuff with students, then what are they
going to be doing for a couple of weeks? What are the expectations?
The superintendent sends out more information a few hours later. I cannot decide if I like
getting the emails so sporadically and chopped up or if I would rather get all of the
information at once. This email makes me feel looked over because the parents received
more information than what we did in our email a short time ago. It is this email that we
find out that our Curriculum Director is sending out academic resources to our students
later in the day. They do address that they are working on getting meals to those in need
which is a HUGE relief. He also shares that extra-curricular activities are not going to
happen until further notice. With that being the last email of my Monday, it left me
feeling annoyed, worried, and a little relieved all at the same time.
Tuesday also gave no certain answers. I am thinking that a straightforward answer is not
something that will be coming anytime soon. I did get an email from an instructional
coach that went to our middle school science department. He asked if we could meet
sometime on Wednesday to discuss resources that we are going to be sharing with our
students. The whole day, I feel like there is more I should be doing. I don’t want to email
my principal to ask but I don’t want to be caught in the dark ither.
Wednesday I got two emails in regard to mental health and how important it is to take
care of ourselves during this time. It is starting to become one of those things that I hear
so much that I feel like it is starting to lose its meaning. The absolute best part of my day
was hearing from a student. I love interacting with students at the middle school level.
They are in such a unique part of their development that they can joke with you, have
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adult conversations, and be so goofy. It reminded me why I want so badly to go back to
work. It felt as if I had some form of purpose again.
I felt purpose again during my science meeting. It was good not feeling alone in all of my
worries. The other three individuals in my meeting were feeling the same exact way and
helped me more than words can explain. We had a great conversation and our main focus
was to provide students with age appropriate ‘things’ they could do while in quarantine.
The goal was to make this available for every student. Students had the opportunity to go
back into the building to grab their materials and chromebook but we understood that not
all students have internet access. These assignments or tasks could not be graded and
could not be an introduction to new materials. These materials will be pushed out next
week.

This meeting we discussed ways to get students off of their chromebook and doing
something that is related to engineering practices. We brainstormed, and decided to have
our students stack something as high as they possibly can, take a picture, and submit the
picture via google classroom. Seems simple and easy enough, but it will allow us to have
a better idea of what students are interacting with us, who has internet access, and who
are able to independently upload documents and media to google classroom. We decided
to introduce this when we were done with the meeting so we have a better idea by the
time we next meet.

The last email we got for the week was from our principal that asked us to participate in
an online spirit week to help show the students unity and some form of normalcy. Each
day we will post a picture and tag our middle schools’ facebook page. Monday is crazy
sock day, Tuesday is a picture of what we are reading, Wednesday is a picture about how
we are staying active, Thursday is a picture of you twinning with someone else, and
Friday is school spirit day. I like this idea because during the school year I am all about
dressing up and showing support.
Journal 3.29.2020-4.03.2020
Once again, this week has been a week with very little concrete answers and more
questions. This is one of the joys of working through something that is a new experience
for everyone involved. My email has been loaded with many more emails as we try to
work through this situation remotely and have a number of individuals that need to
collaborate to ensure that students are still being successful.
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Some of my favorite emails that I have received this week come from my principal. He
has always emphasized maintaining good mental health and during this pandemic, he is
proving to be no different. His concern for our well-being started with an email Sunday
night and continued throughout the week as he sent different blog posts and emails as a
way to make sure that we are taking care of ourselves. He has said many times that we
cannot take care of others if we do not first take care of ourselves. His transparency and
genuine concern for his staffs’ well-being provides me with familiar ease as we enter a
week of mystery.
Other highlights of this week were a board meeting, meeting with my PLC, meeting with
my team of teachers, hearing from students, and creating a plan to move forward.
Monday was by far one of the busiest days. There were first emails between the science
department and the principal were to determine what platform would be best to send
information out to students when we reach that point. All of the science teachers at our
middle school are using Google Classroom and it was decided to continue to do so since
the students are already familiar with how that platform operates. It was suggested to use
STEMscopes since that is our science curriculum, but none of the science teachers have
used that online platform and it would only add to student confusion and frustration.
The most important email that was received on Monday was a letter from our curriculum
director. She provided us with an outline of what our expectations were and what the
general plan was for the next three weeks. She was able to give us these directions in a
checklist format which helps with the way I organize my own thinking. She also provided
parents with tips on how to make this transition easier based on student grade levels. I
cannot express the amount of respect and appreciation that I have for all of the hard work
that was put in so teachers, parents, and students can have references for where to go
next.
On Wednesday we had a PLC meeting and it was so great to see everyone and to hear
their voices. On this day we worked from one document that we would use to share
resources for parents and students. The goal was not for these resources to be
assignments but to be used as a way for students to use their critical thinking skills. We
did not want students who could not obtain internet access to fall behind because they did
not have that resource.
As a team, we came up with several resources that parents and students could choose to
use if they wish. The main goal of the first two weeks is to focus on our engineering
standards. We came to the conclusion to focus on asking questions for the first week
using a question matrix that I developed earlier in the year. The second week we decided
to look at analyzing and interpreting data. Students will be looking at reliable resources to
try and find an answer to their questions. We have a rubric that allows students to
determine if the resource is reliable or not. We decided on a google form for them to
record their questions and a separate form to record their resources. Per the request of our
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curriculum director we also looked online for different online resources for parents who
wanted their student to be engaged in school activities as soon as possible. After listing
them all out, we color-coded them to help us refine our list. The ones in red we decided
wouldn’t be the best because they could be overwhelming, orange meant that it would be
good later on, and green and white meant that the resources were good to push out.
I also heard from members of my core team. We discussed the best way to push out
information to our students. It wasn’t until our language arts teacher emailed us asking
about Google Classroom did I realize that not everyone utilized that online resource. I am
grateful that I have been using this during the school year so students are already familiar
with how to use it. We also set up a time to meet via zoom. I love the teachers that I work
with and being able to laugh with them again was huge. We didn’t talk much about
school or the nature of things but I loved every second. Building and maintaining
relationships is something that everyone on our team values so it was important to meet
even if nothing ‘productive’ was accomplished. We scheduled another meeting for Friday
which provided us with some level of normalcy since we usually meet twice a week
anyways.
On Wednesday we also received a document about how to keep track of children who do
not respond to the school district. We are instructed to start this next week and to give
students 24 hours to respond to our posts before we fill this out. Our principal also
informs us that they (him and other administrators) will begin contacting families
tomorrow (Thursday) and Friday to identify specific needs involving internet access. It
will be interesting to see how this document changes over time.

Thursday we began thinking about our IEP students. Our strategist sent us an email
informing us that he would be calling us later in the day to discuss our plans for our
general students and to help us make our assignment doable for all. Luckily for science,
we planned on focusing on the engineering standards so they are a little easier, in my
opinion, to differentiate to fit student needs. We discussed that the task of asking
questions would be suitable to all students since we are providing them with the question
matrix.
Right as I was starting to feel better about the situation, we were notified that it is not
recommended to communicate with our students due to the irresponsibility of other
districts. We were informed that certain online platforms are being hacked and it is in our
district’s best interest to wait until all options have been explored before we begin
communicating with students in a video chat format.
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We were also given a document that provided tips for working with technology. I don’t
feel lucky very often, but I do feel lucky as a scroll through this document. Most of the
tools I have worked with or have enough experience with technology to troubleshoot
generic information. I cannot imagine how frustrating it must be for teachers who do not
have the same technical background as me. In no way are my technological skills
advanced, but I did experience technology training in my undergrad and have had a few
years of practice. I feel overwhelmed the way it is and I cannot imagine how
overwhelming it must be to have to learn technology along with trying to convert
curriculum and navigate this new climate.
As I start to feel more confident, we receive an email from our superintendent stating that
we will remain closed until the end of April. The science activity that we have decided on
can be extended but I am interested to see what will happen to current grades and what
will be expected of us when we return.
Ending the week with a virtual ‘happy-hour’ was exactly what I needed. Anytime I can
meet with my team, it makes my whole day better.
Journal 4.04.2020-4.10.2020
This is the week where we were FINALLY able to communicate with our students and
hopefully find our way to some sort of normalcy. Saturday our curriculum director shared
our resources with our parents to help prepare them for this upcoming week. She shared
out rates for internet providers with students as well as generic resources for students to
help them be engaged.
This week the big rock I have is to determine who will be participating in online
instruction and who will not be participating in online instruction. As a way to determine
if students are checking their science google classroom, we (the science department) have
decided to challenge students to build something as tall as they can. In their instructions,
they have to upload a video of their creation to google classroom. We chose this activity
because it gets them off of their Chromebooks and allows them to practice using
technology in a more challenging way. We wanted to make sure this first week that
students could upload their own assignments, use their Chromebook camera, and follow
basic directions with minimal guidance. Luckily, my students have uploaded pictures
before using their Chromebooks and google classroom, so I think my students may have
an easier time than others.
Tuesday we had a staff meeting which finally gave us more answers and more
information as to what was expected! It was also nice because all of the changes that
were going to be happening are for next week. It allows for processing time and time to
identify what the next best move is. In this staff meeting, we were given directions as to
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what online platform for video conferencing we were supposed to use, a schedule of
when and how to post, staff meeting guidelines, and tips to make our first meeting with
students as successful as possible. We were told that we are not to grade anything but we
are to give feedback and our tasks cannot be longer than 20 minutes. We were given a
laundry list of things to be aware of which is honestly a little overwhelming.
Journal 4.12.2020-4.17.2020
This week has been one for the books. After a nice relaxing Easter weekend, this week
came in full swing. The weekly Monday meetings have been beneficial and a great
addition to my routine, which I am currently struggling with. It is hard to set boundaries
and to know what is expected during remote learning. If I am struggling with this as an
adult I can only imagine how families and students are handling this. During the Monday
meeting, we were told that we are not returning to school this spring and in order to get
stuff from our classroom we have to email our principal and then the custodians will
place it on a table out in the front entryway. I am not fond of this idea but it is better than
nothing. There is just something about being told that I can’t go into my room that
doesn’t help my anxiety or concern.
We were also provided clarity for our google hangouts that started this week. The biggest
take away from that portion of the meeting was that these google meets are not required
of students. This provides some stress relief since we are only having one google meet for
all of our students. I personally was concerned about that. We are also told that we have
to wait until all of the kids are out of the google meet before we close and to recommend
that they download the grid extension on google chrome. We are also reminded that we
need to add to the document for students that we haven’t heard from.
We were also informed that as far as work expectations go, we have to be available to
communicate via email and zooms during our contract hours (7:45-3:45), need to invite
our principal and vice principal to our google meets, and we have to meet with our PLC
team at least 60 minutes every week.
We were also informed that students have the opportunity to improve their existing grade
but nothing can go into the gradebook until further notice. This makes me feel a little
better for those students who would like to improve their grade but all of this happened
before.
The most interesting thing that happened this week was the fact that I was able to see my
students and communicate with them again! Even though I have only known them for a
short amount of time, I have a connection with them and seeing them felt so good. My
communication with them started by uploading expectations, telling them when the
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meetings are and more importantly sharing how excited I was to see them! On
Wednesday I posted my first ‘assignment’.

As a PLC team we decided to first focus on asking questions and identifying variables.
We wanted our students to work on something that they were interested in so maybe then
more students would participate since this isn’t something that is impacting their grade.
We have also decided to only give one assignment a week. We will introduce the idea on
Wednesday and make it due Friday night.
For my first assignment I uploaded a video describing what the task was, a google form
to easily gather their questions, NGSS phenomena to help generate ideas, and a question
matrix that may help students who become stuck. I used google slides as a way to help
organize my own thoughts and tried to share a little about what I was doing to try and
connect with them. With the task being as straightforward as it was I didn’t receive very
many questions on Wednesday. For this first assignment there were 88% of students who
turned in their assignment by Friday. I am pretty pleased with this number since during
the school year this is about how many students would turn in assignments in on time not
being in a pandemic. Most students were able to create topics and identify the different
variables. There were a few students who I needed to provide extra guidance to, but I feel
as if it is good practice before they transition to high school.
Friday was the next exciting day since I was able to meet with my students again. I again
set up a google slides presentation as a way to provide some normalcy. During a typical
science day, I start by completing a bell ringer with the students. This bell ringer is a
would you rather question that provides students a low stakes opportunity to share their
ideas. It allows for me to get to know my students and allow them to get to know me.
This matches my beliefs for how important I think relationships are. Since I received a
few questions about the task I kept the meeting more about feedback on how to make the
most out of this situation and asked them basic conversation questions. We were told that
students may be missing the school interactions and the connections that they have made
with peers and teachers so we kept the conversation light. I allowed them time to share
about their lives and different ways they were progressing through the pandemic.
Overall I found this week comforting and enjoying. There seemed to be finally some
structure and stability which I didn’t realize I was craving so much. I am pleased with the
amount of students who are completing assignments and signing into the good meet. I
hope that these numbers stay stable until the end of the year but I realize as the weather
continues to improve the motivation to complete school work will diminish.
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To limit the stress on myself I really only need to focus on few key things. My tasks need
to be accessible to all students, they need to be posted by 9:00 am Wednesdays and
Fridays, nothing goes into the grade book, my delivery of content needs to be in a oneway video, I cannot record while students are in the online classroom, and I can only use
google hangouts as an online classroom, and the hangout cannot be scheduled for longer
than 30 minutes. The online classroom will only be open on Wednesdays and Fridays and
are not mandatory.
Most of the week was spend emailing the students who did not complete the assignment
within 24 hours and emailing our team strategist to create learner boards for the students
who may need extra assistance during this time. The only other interesting thing that
made things more difficult was our principle and our superintendent getting their email
hacked. Luckily no damage was done and it was cleared up rather quickly. I want to think
it was a student trying to be funny. I cannot understand why an adult would knowingly
add to the stress that administrators are going through.
Friday is when all of the information that we received on Tuesday was relayed to parents.
The district sent out a parent letter describing how to find their students’ materials could
be accessed and our building principle sent out a daily schedule for parents. This
schedule limited classes to include only two classes a day and classes would repeat twice
a week. I am optimistic that having my first day on a Wednesday will give me a few
more participants than on a Monday. I am also wondering how long it will take for
students to realize that these tasks aren’t graded and will not be impacting their grade. It
is hard enough to get them to do things in school that aren’t graded let alone at home. I
am interested to see how this will progress.
Journal 4.18.2020-4.24.2020
This week you can tell individuals are getting used to the expectations of online learning.
The conversations were more meaningful and students began to email me questions about
their assignments. Besides the fact that I am stuck at home, and teaching in whatever I
want, it feels like we, the staff and students, are gaining more confidence and reaching
our striding point.

Mondays are for meetings. Not only do we have our weekly staff meeting but we had to
move our PLC meetings to Monday which means that Mondays are my busiest day of the
week. I don’t mind though because I like starting the week out productive when I have
the most energy and patience.
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Staff meetings with 300+ adults, some with limited technological skills, are chaotic and
require several reminders about muting a microphone. Sometimes it seems like the
middle school teachers behave similarly to middle schoolers. There is a little less tension
since as a staff we are more aware of what is going on and we can sketch out the rest of
our year. The only new information we received was the clean-out schedule for teachers.
The goal is to limit how many people are in the building to reduce the risk. Luckily for
me, I don’t need long since I do a lot online, I don’t have to create any demonstrations,
and I have only been at WSR for a year. The longest thing I have to do is take my plants
home. I haven’t been able to water them since before spring break so it will be interesting
to see if I even have any plants left. Since it won’t take long, I think I will wait until after
the school year is over and I won’t fill out the form. If the plants are dead there is no
point in going back now anyways. I mine as well let the individuals who are at more risk
get their things first. I do think it is interesting to see how many people are starting to
leave their cameras off. It seems to be increasing.
PLC is where I become the most stressed and I think it is because I am not as tied to the
content as others. Sticking with the NGSS engineering standards seems like an easy
solution but it is turning out to be pretty stressful for some. Some individuals want to
include all of the things that we normally would but I am not sure I see the point. Last
week I had a good turn out but eventually, they will figure out that the stuff they are
doing isn’t graded so I don’t want to break my back over it. It was discussed to give them
Earth Day activities but I might just give that to them as an option.
We eventually decide that we going to continue to build off of the question they
developed last week and focus on Obtaining and Evaluating Information. I share with my
team the template for the students have I have created and my evaluation of a website
tool. On this template, students will have to research information about their topic that
will help them answer their questions. They have to find 4 reliable websites. Students will
know the website is reliable if it scores a 15 or higher on the rubric. Again, I am
reminded of how fortunate I am. I have an internet evaluation tool that allows the
students to determine if their website is reliable or not. My students have already used
this but not all science classrooms have utilized this resource. It will be easier for my
students to use this tool since they are familiar with it.
Once everyone is satisfied with the direction we are going we decided to start looking at
next year. This past year we piloted OpenSciEd which is a free middle school science
curriculum that our AEA recommended. The pilot went well and we have decided to
invest in it. The only issue is that it will be a while before all of the units are out. There is
also a rumor that we will be teaching 7th and 8th next year. Right now we have one
seventh grade science teacher, one eighth grade science teacher (me), and one science
teacher that teaches both contents. I am not sure how I feel about this switch. I am
nervous about lesson planning for two grades and implementing a new curriculum in both
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but we will have to just wait and see. It doesn’t do me any good to worry about what I
cannot control.
It was also on Monday when I got emails plenty of emails. There were only three that
stood out to me the most. The first was shared by the math teacher on my team. It was a
google sheet indicating who has not joined his google classrooms. This is one of the
teachers who didn’t use or know how to use google classroom until after the pandemic
started. I am stress enough the way it is, and I cannot imagine having the stress of trying
to learn a new platform, get students into it, all while keeping track of who you do or do
not hear from, or what assignments they are or aren’t doing. He is extremely stressed but
I am unaware of how to help him. Sometimes venting is the best medicine.
The second most interesting email I received was from our guidance counselor regarding
a student question. This particular student, who has a great relationship with our
counselor, began asking her question about how all of this work will be impacting her
grade. The counselor who is much more eloquent than I reminded her of the importance
of being ready for high school. The counselor did not say if the student bought it or not
but I fear this is where the realization for them occurs. I was hoping the students wouldn’t
figure out that the assignments are graded for at least another week or two. Knowing this
as I begin putting together my slides for Wednesday and Friday’s meet makes me wonder
how many assignments I will receive.
The last email was an email that made me feel sad or like I wasn’t doing enough. As
educators, several times throughout the year we have medical evaluation forms that we
have to fill out due to a child's medical needs. These medical needs most commonly
include ADD, ADHA, anxiety, or depression. A parent asked our team to fill out a
medical form regarding their student’s ADD. At first, I didn’t think it would be a problem
but then I realized that I haven’t seen this child for a month and we are living in the
middle of a pandemic. Students without attention issues are struggling so I cannot even
begin to imagine what this student is going through. I feel like I am not doing enough to
appropriately address the student’s needs and the doctor’s concerns. Eventually, our
principal instructs us not to complete the form.
For this week’s task, I have decided to go with one slide show to make things a little
easier on my part. This will also be easier for students since they can reference everything
they need in one slide presentation. I try to make things as ‘normal’ as possible by
including different things that I have been doing to keep myself busy and by a would you
rather question to start the google meet.
The week goes off without a hitch for the most part. We hear from some students who
have been otherwise not showing up. We address parent concerns about students feeling
embarrassed to open up the camera on google meets or to see if the student is completing
the work like they say they are. It seems like by the time I got through Monday, the rest
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of the week is a downhill slide. I feel like I need to be doing more. It is odd to go from
teaching all day long to teaching twice a week for about thirty minutes.
Journal 4.26.2020-5.01.2020
This week began like all of the others before. We started with our staff meeting which
was mainly a reiteration of meeting past. The principal told us the plan to allow students
to clean out the lockers as well as the plan for teachers to clean out their room. I find my
mind wandering during this part of the meeting and think about how if I am having a hard
time staying focused and engaged, how hard this must be for students. We end the
meeting with the reminder to focus on building and maintaining the relationships we have
established throughout the year and the introduction of the fact that they (counselors,
instructional coaches, and administrators) are starting to finalize the schedule for next
year. We are told to be flexible because there will be some drastic changes next year and
the pandemic will surely change things often. I assume that he is talking about the fact
that we will be teaching two content areas. I wish I could get a definite answer so I can
begin looking at 7th grade material and converting to an online format. The meeting ends
with the reminder to maintain our mental health and to do things that fill our cups. Filling
my cup is rather difficult since everything is closed, I can’t see my family, and I am home
alone all day. I do live next to a walking trail which is nice and has helped substantially.
During PLC we discuss this week's assignment that we are going to have our students
complete. This week they will be using the resources they found to answer their smaller
questions that they developed in week one. Week one was a decent assignment, which I
feel like I didn’t do a great job of explaining. When they developed the main question in
the first week, they also had to develop two questions that would help them answer their
big question. I have described it to them in the past like an inch question verses a foot
question. Inch questions are questions that you can type into the search bar and the
answer will pop up. Foot questions are the questions that if you type it into the search bar
you will have to look through several different resources and make a claim about all of
the information that you analyzed. Foot questions can be refuted or debated but are made
up of the smaller inch questions. So when they go through the resources they found last
week they will be trying to find an answer to their first inch question. This question is
going to be answered by finding 8 different facts. Breaking up the research by inch
questions will allow for us to research the second question next week, and then they can
make a claim to answer their foot question the week after and then we only have one
week left. We decided to finish this task a week before the last week of school which will
allow for more fun activities that the students will hopefully be more engaged in.
The idea to finish this project sooner rather than later is confirmed to be a good idea as
the week progresses. This week I received two questions about grades involving what
they can do to fix their trimester three grades. Twice I had to admit that we are going off
of trimerst two grades and not reporting trimester three grades. I try to add an emphasis
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that even though the things that they are doing doesn’t impact their grades it will help
prepare them for high school and ensure that they are not too far behind. I hope the
motivation to be prepared for high school is enough but I am having my doubts. Now that
at least three of my students know that this work isn’t graded I am almost positive that I
will see a decrease in assignment submissions. It makes it hard to put my best effort in
when I know that students won’t be completing the assignments. I have to keep
reminding myself that even though some won't complete it, some will and it is imperative
to help them be as prepared as possible for their high school career.
During the middle of the week we get an email about student celebrations and our weekly
student check in for responses. As a Leader In Me school we try to do monthly
celebrations where we recognize students following one of the 7 Habits. We get and
email that asks us to fill out a form recognizing students during this time. We also get
emails asking if we have heard anything from certain students. Some students are doing
GREAT at staying on task and completing the different assignments however, there are
some students who haven’t done a single assignment for me.
One of the things that I am most excited about this week is the Read and Feed email and
document that got sent out. It recognized that we are stuck at home and we need fresh
ideas for what to read and what to cook for supper. This document came in just the lick of
time because I have spent endless hours trying to find books to read. I am rather picky
when it comes to books but I think there are several good ones. I decided to download
The Girl In The Blue Coat. It is a mystery book and I am enjoying it. I think I will work
my way through these books rather quickly. I mainly like mystery or thriller books and
there are several books that are self help. I don’t see anything wrong with that but I can
only read so many before I get bored.
Friday ended with an email saying that we will not have a staff meeting since it is teacher
appreciation week. The principle encourages us to drive to the school so teachers can do
a ‘drive-by’ to get a surprise. The email ends by saying it’s not required so I am not sure
if I will go. If I lived in the same town as my school I would be more inclined to go, but
driving twenty minutes there and back is not something I am inclined to do since Monday
is usually the busiest day of the week.
Journal 5.04.2020-5.08.2020
Some weeks, I like virtual teaching. This is a week where I like it. It has been so nice this
past week that online schooling has provided me the flexibility to be outside more. In a
typical year, when it is nice, I simply watch outside and try to make move my lessons
around to try to get some Vitamin D. However, with virtual learning, I can teach and
answer questions from anywhere. I am able to do my zoom meeting outside and I am able
to answer student or parent questions while I am walking or kayaking. I understand that
checking my phone and being plugged into work all of the time can develop into an
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unhealthy relationship but as of right now, this week, this moment, I am enjoying the
flexibility.
Usually, as I have said in the previous journals, Mondays are my busiest days since I
have a staff meeting and my PLC meeting but this Monday did not start out that way.
With this week’s staff meeting being canceled, my first meeting didn’t start until around
1. The instructional coach who is assigned to our science department wasn’t there so we
were even a little less productive than the other meetings before. We (my PLC) are
definitely ready for the end of the year and ready for summer break. This PLC was chill
because we knew what we were going to be doing. We essentially took the same
document from last week and had students look up the answer to their second inch
question. We thought this would be an easy task since they had already looked up one of
their questions however, one Wednesday when I posted my assignment I got more
questions from studets via email than I was expecting. It was only three, but I was still
surprised.
I was also surprised this week when a parent emailed me to inform me that their student
wouldn’t be showing up for virtual classes next week. Our team didn’t have much
information in regards to the assignments that needed to be completed, but it was nice to
see that some parents and students were taking the assignments and this part of the school
year seriously. I have several students who I have not seen from at all. They were
checked out before spring break started but I thought I would have at least seen them at
the beginning. I worry about those students the most. I understand that the motivation
isn’t there but what is their freshman year of high school going to be when they haven’t
done any school for six months? They already didn’t have the best work ethic or time
management skills and I can assume that this isn’t helping. I just want them to be
successful for what comes next, no matter what that looks like for them. I know their is
nothing I can do, but I feel like I am doing them a disservice or that I need to be doing
more. I know that I am not the only one feeling this way but it is a terrible feeling.
Our school building has been focus on getting lockers cleaned out and preparing for next
year. On Friday our principal sent out a locker clean out plan to parents and to staff. They
are only allowing ten individuals in the building at a time to grab their bags. Essentially
what the janitors did was they opened the lockers, but their items either in their school
bags or in plastic bags, and placed the bags on the floor outside of the locker. This allows
for students to walk directly to their locker, grab their bag, and not touch anything else.
Honestly students grabbing materials, besides their chromebooks, has not even been on
my radar. I cannot imagine the amound of work and stress that administrators are going
through. Trying to organize everything in a safe manner and all of the moving pieces
seems extremely overwhelming.
We are almost done with this school year and I can only hope that we are in person for
the start of next year.
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Journal 5.10.2020-5.15.2020
Well after a pretty chill week last week, this week came swinging at full force. On
Monday we had our usual staff meeting and I rather enjoyed it. It seemed like we were
finally given some answers. I guess only one answer which was the plan for the last week
of school. It is still two weeks away but I was happy to hear about it. Our principal has
yet to answer the big question on if we will be teaching more than one content, i.e.
seventh and eighth grade, but I am choosing to believe the rumors that we are. Why not
add another change when we might be teaching remotely during a year that will
inevitably be like no other year before (I am saying that with sarcasm). I am starting to
think that nothing will be the same for next year which highly stresses me out. I have to
keep reminding myself that those decisions are above my pay grade and there is nothing I
can do.
I am happy to learn that we do not have to make up our snow days and in fact, the
student’s last day will be May 27th and the last day of school for staff is only a half-day
on May 28th. I am required to have one google meet on that Wednesday and to give them
a farewell message. It is sad that this is how I have to say goodbye and I wonder how
many students will even show up. My numbers are dwindling for those who sign in, most
weeks it is one or two for a google meet, and the number of assignments that are getting
turned in is becoming less and less. That is why as a PLC team we have decided to wrap
up our ‘project’ this week.
My last post will have to be on that Wednesday and the last day for students will be that
Thursday. As a team, we have autonomy as to what the last day of school will look like.
We decided to break it up into periods and have the students run through their ‘schedule’
to say goodbye to the individuals who were in their classes. The meeting times are ten
minutes. I like it because it is simple and fast. Hopefully, when the students realize that
they are only there for ten minutes in each class, more of them will show up.
During our PLC meeting, we actually accomplish a lot, mostly because of the lack of
work we did last week. We develop a document that students will have to fill out in order
to answer their foot question. They have to provide the answer in a claim, evidence,
reasoning form. That takes little to no time and we spend the remainder of the time
penciling out what our scope and sequence for next year will look like. We have decided
to incorporate as many OpenSciEd units as we can. I am happy that we are choosing this
curriculum but that needs to be added to the list of changes that are going to be made next
year. Our last task is to determine what our last assignment will be for our students. Since
we are a science department and as of now we all don’t have the same grade, it needs to
be something that is appropriate for both seventh and eighth grade. One member in our
PLC team shares a slide show that has zoomed up images and then the students would
have to guess what they are. Then at our final meeting, we can share what the right
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answers are. I think I am going to do this and I may make a competition out of it so I will
hopefully get more students to participate.
An individual in our PLC team has the principal’s ear and has a very good hunch that we
will in fact be teaching two content areas. I am happy to be teaching 7th grade again, but
teaching two content areas will be tough. I wonder if I will have another planning period
or how the schedule, in general, will look like.
We aren’t even done with this year and I am already panicking about next. There are still
so many unknowns that I am not sure what to prepare for over the summer. If we are
teaching online. The World History teacher that is on my team utilizes Google Slides and
the students have to drag and drop things. That may work for some of my assignments
but not all. I also need to see what online labs there are in relation to the topics we will be
teaching.
I want to prepare but part of me wants to wait until I know for sure what the next year
will look like. Hopefully next week we will get even more answers to help take some of
these anxieties away.
Journal 5.17.2020-5.22.2020
We officially have four days left of the 2019-2020 school year. I am so excited to take
my work email off of my phone and leave the anxiety behind. This week I have decided
that I need to worry less about the things that I cannot control. This realization came to
fruition after a conversation I had with my husband. The amount that I let the anxiety
control me is getting to an unhealthy level and I cannot pour from an empty cup. If I
don’t take care of myself and my own mental health I will not be able to help students or
my peers. It’s odd but worrying about my own mental health makes me feel a bit selfish.
There are so many individuals who have it worse than I, and I should be worrying about
them, but that is out of my control. That is why that I have decided to not preplan for next
year. This summer I am going to focus on self-growth and making sure that my cup is as
full as possible before the next school year.
This decision was based on a variety of things and not just the conversation with my
husband the conversation but the idea of focusing on myself in my head and after our
staff meeting on Monday, it seemed like an even better idea. Our superintendent and
curriculum director joined our staff meeting. At first, I naively thought we were going to
get concrete answers but by this point, I should know better. They mainly talked about
the Return to Learn plan that all schools have to have submitted to the Iowa Department
of Education by July. Essentially in August, we have to be prepared for three different
situations. The first situation is a completely virtual school year, the second is a hybrid
model, and the third is fully in-person with certain mitigation protocols in place.
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Personally, I think the hybrid model would be the worst. This would entail two different
groups of students, A and B, coming to the school at different weeks. A group would
come week one and B would attend week two and they would continue to flip-flop.
While not in school students would be completing their exploratory classes such as
STEM, FCS, and Art. Individuals at this age crave consistency and relationships and I
think the hybrid model negatively impacts both. We either need to be completely online
or completely in-person. Not to mention all of the stress and uncertainty we have had this
year, the teachers need consistency and relationships as well. Not to mention that next
year we are going to have to reteach more since the students were out of school longer
but this model we would only get through a week’s worth of lessons every two weeks.
During a normal year, we have a hard time reaching all of the standards, there is no way
we could effectively teach all of the science standards needed while going that slow. The
only good thing in my opinion about a hybrid model is that teachers would have Fridays
off so the custodial staff could deep clean.
This is not my circus and not my monkeys to worry about. I need to keep repeating that
so I don’t put myself into a panic.
The one good thing that happened is that we are able to meet in person with our PLCs on
the following Friday if we are all comfortable with it. During our PLC meeting we
decided that it would be alright to meet since it only consists of the three of us and our
science rooms are fairly big. I cannot express my excitement. I have seen no one but my
husband in about two months. Being about to physically see facial expressions and social
cues and general interaction is something I have been missing. I used to think I could like
working from home but this has 100% taught me otherwise. I never realized how much of
my mental health depended on the interactions with others. I am pretty introverted so this
realization is one that I did not expect.

The Zoomed-in Picture Challenge was what we for sure chose to be our final assignment.
I made mine more of a competition as I thought I would do last week. My students love a
good competition and I am desperate to try anything to get them engaged. I had not one
person so up for either of my Google Meets and I am sure that is because it is getting nice
out. I hope at least some show up for the final.
Journal 5.25.2020-5.29.2020
I have survived the impossible. I am officially done with the 2019-2020 school year. This
is has been the most difficult two months of teaching and I can finally enjoy the summer.
This week has been information overload and my head is spinning.
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Even though we did not have work on Monday, we had our weekly staff meeting on
Tuesday. I can say that I finally got some of the answers I wanted but I am not sure yet
how I feel about them. Our principal shared with us the three possible schedules that we
could have. He did say that they were going to try everything in their power to have us go
back in person this fall. This is also the first time that our principal has specifically told
us that we will be teaching two grade levels. He explained his reasoning and I understand
why but I personally think it would be better to hire more content teachers so then we
could have two eighth grade teams and two seventh grade teams. Obviously, that isn’t
going to happen but I do not like the idea of losing my team time. We will have teams but
it doesn’t seem like they are given enough priority. If COVID has taught us anything it’s
that relationships are key to being successful in middle school. I also understand that
building relationships isn’t everyone’s highest priority, and middle schools always get
either high school teachers or elementary teachers so there is always a difference in
opinions but holy smokes. I do not understand how we can even be thinking about taking
away teaming during COVID. Again, that is above my pay grade, it is not within my
zone of control.
During our Tuesday meeting, we are also given the information about SEL and being
more mindful in incorporating it into our classrooms. SEL stands for Social-Emotional
Learning. We talk through the different zone and work on checking ourselves. The
principal seems to have the same belief as me in that you can’t pour from an empty cup.
He discusses how hard the last few months have been on our students and to provide
them with grace when they return to school and as we begin to plan. He discusses the
expectations for our Friday PLC meeting and informs us that the document will be
coming out later this week.
Once the meeting is over I email my team to problem solve on the best way to increase
student engagement on the last day of school. We decided that it would be best to have
one link per subject area and to have them go out with the times on one document or
email. We predicted that having it all in one area would help increase the chance of them
coming.
The last things that I post for the 2019-2020 school year are the answers for the photo
challenge, the winners per class, and a feedback form. I decided to include a feedback
form because there is a possibility that we will be going to a hybrid model or a
completely online model next school year. I know that is impossible to plan for but I am
hoping that this will help my outlook from the students’ perspective and hopefully I am
able to take their feedback to make their experience next year as meaningful as possible.
The last day of interacting with students went fast and didn’t have many students. A team
member sent the students on our team our schedule and each teacher’s links for the
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Google Meets. I had about 24% of my students show up. Even though it wasn’t a lot of
my students, I was happy to see the ones that were there. I have different emotions as the
Google Meet comes to a close. I am happy that I am done with this stress, I feel bad for
the students who missed out on sports and teacher connection, but I also feel happy that
the students are done with the stress of school. I also worry about their high school
career. Next year is going to be challenging for the students who did show up, so I can’t
imagine how much difficult it will be for those who checked out after spring break.
Friday was by far the best day. It gave me some sense of normalcy. The goal was to look
at next year and begin planning out what each grade would look like. We had a template
to fill out for our seventh and eighth grades. Honestly, the OpenSciEd helped with the
process a lot. It was pretty easy and didn’t take long. We stopped after the first couple of
units because we didn’t see the point in planning for a whole year when we don’t know
what will be happening. Once we are satisfied with our planning documents we begin
ordering science supplies. This was difficult because we didn’t want to order more than
we need but we aren’t sure which mitigation protocols will be in place. For example, can
we share lab materials, will we only be able to do demonstrations?

Even though I left Friday with worries and questions, I still felt so much better. It felt
good to go into my classroom. It felt good to talk to like-minded people. It felt good to
hear I am not the only one struggling with how the school year ended or where to go from
here. We all made a commitment to fill our cups during the summer and to not spend the
who summer worrying about what we can’t control. While that is easier said than done, I
am hoping that we will hold each other accountable.
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Monday Meeting Notes
Monday, April 13, 2020 Staff Meeting
Monday, April 13, 2020
1. Question in Chat: What is your favorite Easter candy?
2. Celebrations
3. Continuous Learning Roll Out
a. Infinite Campus and Facebook
4. Material Requests for classroom
a. Table in foyer
b. Let
know
5. Google Meet - 531 Responses (All Yes)
a. Communicate to students that this NOT required. “Support Session”
b. Start with a brief, How are you doing activity?
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

A high and a low
A rose and a thorn
Represent your week in an emoji or hashtag
Share how you are doing in the form of a weather pattern or forecast
Fist to five (fist being a ranking of zero, up to all five fingers) on how you are
doing and explain why

c. You can be in the session with one kid. You can record if you are
concerned, not required.
d. Wait until all kids are out before out before you close
e. Set up protocols for discussions
i.
All mics muted, round robin responses, draw a name, etc.
f. Associates are expected to participate in classes (not all)
6. No Response Document
a. Narrow your focus to students of greatest concern
7. Professional Expectations & PLC Meetings
a. Email accessibility
b. Invite and respective Instructional Coaches to your meeting
c. Keep meetings to 60 minutes.

“We can’t get out of it, so we might as well get into it.”
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Monday, April 20, 2020 Staff Meeting
Monday, April 20, 2020
Question of the Day in Google Chat: Fist to Five (1-low to 5-high) How are you
doing?
1. Teacher Classroom Clean Out Schedule
2. Locker Clean Out for Students
*Currently waiting for CDC Guidelines t;o create schedule (late May or June)
*Most likely after 4:00
*Student Devices/Book Return/School Supplies
*still developing a plan based on CDC Guidelines
3. Report Cards
*We will post after the end of the year
*Standards not addressed do typical practice (end at Trimester 2)
4. Continuous Learning Plans
*Last Day of School is May 28 (Kids)
*Last Day of School is May 29 (Staff)
-Plan on meeting virtually at 10:00 a.m.
*We are usually flexible so we can provide ‘fun’ options for kids towards the end
of May
5. No Response
-Focus is on ‘those who need us the most’
-Help ‘clean up’ the list if you have engaged w/ students

Monday, April 27, 2020 Staff Meeting
Monday, April 27, 2020
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Question of the Day in Google Chat: Do you prefer a wood fire or a gas fire? What
is your favorite ‘campfire’ snack?
1. Teacher Classroom Clean Out Schedule
2. Plan for Locker Cleanouts
a. Bag each students belongings and label
3. Focus on Relationships
a. SEL drives Google Meets, Content Delivery, Learning
4. Future Work
a. Measurable Results Assessment (MRA)
b. Needs Assessment-(Values)
c. Rosters
d. Schedules

Monday, May 11, 2020 Staff Meeting
Monday, May 11, 2020
Side Chat: If you could take one faculty member to Mars, who would you take with
you?
1. Celebrations
2. Classroom Cleanout/Expectations
a. Do your best
b. Let the custodians know if there is anything you need fixed
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3. Report Card Statement: Due to COVID-19, no standards were assessed after
March 13th. These reporting boxes have been left blank.
4. Last Week of School

Monday, May 18, 2020 Staff Meeting
Side Chat: What is your theme song for the day?
1. Celebrations
2. Simon Sinek: Change Mindset
3. Return to Learn: Mrs. Wagoner
4. May 29
a. 8:00-11:30
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Tuesday, May 26, 2020 Staff Meeting
Side Chat: What was the best food you consumed during the weekend?
1. Celebrations
2. End of Year Questions
a. Test Site Reminder
b. Classroom Cleanup
c. Custodial Requests
d. Materials/Supply Orders
3. 2020-2 CB 1 Schedules
a. Go-Hawk Time
i.
Focus on positive relationships
ii. Designed by Lead Teachers, Counselors, Admin, Inst
Coaches
iii. 5 SEL Competencies
**District Timelines
a. July 1
b. August 1
c. August 15
4. Friday, May 29 (On-site, remote, different location... your choice)
a. 8:00-8:30 Staff Meeting
i.
Staff Send Off
ii.
Framework for PLC Team Meeting
b. 8:30-11:30 PLC Team Meetings
*The critical skills that students need to know and are able to do as a result of unit of
study. Focus on what a student can DO with content (skills) vs the content itself. What
level (DOK) of learning is happening?
i.
4 PLC Questions (#1, #2, #3 & #4)
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1. Do we know (promise standards) what students need to
know?
a. What are your SUPER PROMISE STANDARDS
in 50:50 and/or virtual model?
2. Do we know (promise standards) how we will assess
(common formative assessment, CFA) what students
need to know?
a. Can you use these assessments in all 3 models?
b. Do you need to modify assessments for models?
3. Do we know how we could support learning
(Interventions, WIN, FLEX, Virtual Sessions) for those
who don’t know it?
a. What does this look like for teacher teams?
4. Do we have a plan for extended learning/enrichment?
a. Are we enriching or giving more work? What
resources are we missing? Can students go above
the written DOK standard?
ii.
Each team set up own Google Meet
iii.
Invite (Mrs. Bass, Mrs. Wagoner, Mr. Langner, Mrs. Betts,
Strategists)
c. 8:30-9:30 Teacher Associate Meeting
d. 11:30-11:45 All Staff Meeting Wrap Up (Same link for all staff
meetings)
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